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C3 Solutions Announces Launch of New
HTML5 Product Version, Introduces a
Progressive Web Application to its Service
With the global phase-out of Flash sweeping the technology landscape,
rendering it obsolete by 2021, C3 Solutions - the industry leader in
customizable Dock and Yard Management solutions - is announcing the
launch of its brand new, fully responsive HTML5 interface; which is set
to provide a sleek and modern feel, and introduces a state-of-the-art
progressive web application (PWA).
C3 remains the same functionality-rich, multi-platform application; but this new upgrade
brings with it the option to create highly personalized screens based on the user’s unique
needs, increased performance, a lighter footprint on bandwidth resources, and overall
improved user experience. These new features will continue to be developed upon over the
course of 2020.
A client-first company, C3 set out to create the smoothest transition for its users from Flash
to HTML5. With the help of their implementation experts; C3’s customer care, business
specialists and account managers provided comprehensive written and visual collateral to
ensure an easy shift to the application’s new look. C3 began transitioning clients in January
2020, and are happy to report that there have been zero operational setbacks.

“Whenever making updates or major changes to our
solutions, we have always excelled at thinking from a user's
point of view first and as a software provider second. We
have close working relationships with our clients and
consider ourselves in-tune with their needs, and because of
that, we are especially proud to release our new HTML5
platform. Our team has been working hard on the evolution
of our Dock and Yard Management solutions to provide our
customers with an elevated user experience. This includes a
revamp of our mobile application, leaner bandwidth, and
much faster loading times.”

Marc Tomkinson
Vice President of Product Development

C3 is proud to continue providing paperless,
automated, and touch-free business solutions to
aid in the growing need for global environmental
sustainability; and the overall health of our
communities, clients, and employees.

+
Reservations
C3’s Online Dock Scheduling System,
streamlines the scheduling process by
improving dock productivity, expanding
visibility on scheduled appointments and
measuring vendor compliance.

LEARN MORE

About C3 Solutions
C3 Solutions is an information technology company
specialized in yard management (YMS) and dock
scheduling (DSS) systems. Since its founding in 2000,
C3 has gained the confidence of clients around the world
and across many industries including retail, grocery,
distribution, manufacturing and parcel post.
Headquartered in Montreal (QC), Canada and privately
owned, C3 is dedicated to developing, implementing and
supporting the most complete yard management and
dock scheduling products on the market today.

C3’s Web-based Yard Management Solution
empowers yard managers by providing
visibility on yard assets, optimizing the
flow of trailers from gate to gate and
automating yard driver task assignment.
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